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The triumph of nonsenseThe triumph of nonsense

The The ““theorytheory”” of of ““decouplingdecoupling””::
USUS--EuropeEurope
Financial systemFinancial system--Real economyReal economy
Housing sector in the USHousing sector in the US--housing sector in housing sector in 
SpainSpain

The theory of The theory of ““soft landingsoft landing””



The central role of housing pricesThe central role of housing prices

Basic bet of all the participants in the Basic bet of all the participants in the 
housing market: housing prices cannot go housing market: housing prices cannot go 
down in nominal terms down in nominal terms --> created a huge > created a huge 
systemic risksystemic risk
How large was that bet? Think about John How large was that bet? Think about John 
Paulson: he made 3.500 million dollars in Paulson: he made 3.500 million dollars in 
2007 taking a short position on housing.2007 taking a short position on housing.



Regional housing pricesRegional housing prices

The timing of rolling recessions and overlapping The timing of rolling recessions and overlapping 
housing market cycles kept the national price in housing market cycles kept the national price in 
the US rising steadily: no national boom or bust the US rising steadily: no national boom or bust 
until 2000.until 2000.
National prices had never fall in the US: regional National prices had never fall in the US: regional 
diversification=hedgingdiversification=hedging
Rare events and predicting using the past Rare events and predicting using the past 
(Comment by Richard Disney and aggressive (Comment by Richard Disney and aggressive 
marketing in the US).marketing in the US).



Problem: wrong incentives!Problem: wrong incentives!

BANKS

INVESTORS

FAMILIES

RATING COMPANIESSPV

Hedge funds, sovereign funds, etc. desperate to find assets where to invest
enormous liquidity generated by low interest rates, oil rents, etc.

BONDS



Clear signs of a bubbleClear signs of a bubble

Large increase in the ratio of house prices to Large increase in the ratio of house prices to 
disposable incomedisposable income
Very small return to renting (or very high price Very small return to renting (or very high price 
to earnings ratio in housing)to earnings ratio in housing)
Gain expectations: backward looking, unrealistic Gain expectations: backward looking, unrealistic 
and low perception of risk and low perception of risk 

The effect of leverage and The effect of leverage and ““flippingflipping””: return highly : return highly 
volatilevolatile
The effect of many fallacies about the housing marketThe effect of many fallacies about the housing market
The effect of interest rates and monetary policyThe effect of interest rates and monetary policy



Increase in prices is not Increase in prices is not ““per seper se”” a sign of a a sign of a 

bubblebubble……

Nominal housing prices (1988=100)
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…… but sharp increase in price over incomebut sharp increase in price over income

Ratio of price over disposable income
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…… and increase in the PER ratioand increase in the PER ratio

Rent to Price ratio
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The role of expectationsThe role of expectations

CaseCase--ShillerShiller (2003)(2003) Montalvo (2005)Montalvo (2005)

NN 698698 15091509

CityCity San FranciscoSan Francisco BostonBoston BarcelonaBarcelona MadridMadrid

First time First time 
purchasepurchase 46.046.0 41.641.6 76.976.9 62.062.0
Primary Primary 
residenceresidence 93.393.3 97.197.1 96.496.4 94.094.0
Bought to rentBought to rent 3.03.0 0.90.9 2.72.7 3.33.3



The role of expectationsThe role of expectations

CaseCase--ShillerShiller (2003)(2003) Montalvo (2005)Montalvo (2005)

CityCity San FranciscoSan Francisco BostonBoston BarcelonaBarcelona MadridMadrid

Expected appreciation of your home:Expected appreciation of your home:

Investment major Investment major 
considerationconsideration 52%52% 48%48% 48%48% 50%50%

In one yearIn one year 5.8%5.8% 7.2%7.2% 16.6%16.6% 15.1%15.1%
Average in 10 Average in 10 
yearsyears 15.7%15.7% 14.6%14.6% 26.5%26.5% 25.6%25.6%



The role of expectationsThe role of expectations

Montalvo (2005)Montalvo (2005)

CityCity BarcelonaBarcelona MadridMadrid ValenciaValencia MurciaMurcia

Perceived increase Perceived increase 
in price in cityin price in city 27.7%27.7% 26.6%26.6% 27.5%27.5% 27.1%27.1%
Increase in Increase in 
price (actual)price (actual) 16.7%16.7% 12.3%12.3% 28.9%28.9% 17.1%17.1%



Bubble? What bubble?Bubble? What bubble?

94.5% of individuals interviewed think 94.5% of individuals interviewed think 
that housing is overvalued (40% of them that housing is overvalued (40% of them 
think that is more than 50% overvalued) think that is more than 50% overvalued) 
but they expect the price to increase an but they expect the price to increase an 
average of 24.3% over the next 10 yearaverage of 24.3% over the next 10 year
37.2% of the subjects point out that they 37.2% of the subjects point out that they 
have a family member or close friend who have a family member or close friend who 
is a partis a part--time speculator. time speculator. 



Gains and popular fallaciesGains and popular fallacies

Flipping a house with the usual leverage Flipping a house with the usual leverage 
level and a 17% annual increase of prices level and a 17% annual increase of prices 
implies a return of more than 800%!!implies a return of more than 800%!!
Fallacies:Fallacies:

Prices never fallPrices never fall
Prices have to go up: demography rulesPrices have to go up: demography rules
Transaction costs prevent the formation of Transaction costs prevent the formation of 
bubbles in housing (Greenspan and his froth). bubbles in housing (Greenspan and his froth). 



Spanish version of popular fallaciesSpanish version of popular fallacies

Spanish version:Spanish version:
Price of housing may fallPrice of housing may fall…… but Spain is different. Here but Spain is different. Here 
it never happened.it never happened.
Housing prices in Spain have to converge with Housing prices in Spain have to converge with 
European pricesEuropean prices
Land is more and more scarceLand is more and more scarce
To pay a rent I prefer to buy and at the end I am the To pay a rent I prefer to buy and at the end I am the 
ownerowner
Housing is a better investment than the stock market Housing is a better investment than the stock market 
in the long runin the long run



Housing and interest ratesHousing and interest rates

Demand driven shock: cost is going down Demand driven shock: cost is going down 
in real terms (excluding land)in real terms (excluding land)
Housing prices very sensitive to interest Housing prices very sensitive to interest 
rates. In the short run the price is set by a rates. In the short run the price is set by a 
fixed proportion of income at the current fixed proportion of income at the current 
conditions of the mortgages: interest rates conditions of the mortgages: interest rates 
have a multiplicative effect. have a multiplicative effect. 



Effects of expectations, fallacies Effects of expectations, fallacies 
and and ““easy crediteasy credit””: Spain: Spain

Construction sector increases weight in GDP up to Construction sector increases weight in GDP up to 
18% (direct + indirect=30%)18% (direct + indirect=30%)
25% of GDP growth comes from the housing sector25% of GDP growth comes from the housing sector
More housing starts in Spain than the sum of United More housing starts in Spain than the sum of United 
Kingdom, France, Germany and Italy.Kingdom, France, Germany and Italy.
Housing starts: 865,000 (Spain 2006); 1,100,000 Housing starts: 865,000 (Spain 2006); 1,100,000 
(US 2007) (US 2007) 
Stock of houses on sale: US for 11.5 months. Spain Stock of houses on sale: US for 11.5 months. Spain 
for 5 years.for 5 years.
Housing sector absorbs most of the credit of the Housing sector absorbs most of the credit of the 
economy (60%)economy (60%)



Credit: the ultimate inflatorCredit: the ultimate inflator
Credit by categories: Spain
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Credit supply and housing pricesCredit supply and housing prices

MianMian and Sufi (2008): effect of credit supply on housing and Sufi (2008): effect of credit supply on housing 
prices using information at the postal code level.prices using information at the postal code level.
Latent demand in 1996: proportion of application for Latent demand in 1996: proportion of application for 
mortgages denied.mortgages denied.
Identification assumption: latent demand in 1996 Identification assumption: latent demand in 1996 
unrelated with improvement in credit quality of unrelated with improvement in credit quality of 
applicants after 1996. In fact there was a relative applicants after 1996. In fact there was a relative 
reduction in income and employment between 2001reduction in income and employment between 2001--05 05 
in those postal codes.in those postal codes.

zctzczczcczczc XXLatDEMYY εγβα +−++=− )(* 2001,2005,1996,2001,2005,



Sudden stop: pricesSudden stop: prices
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Sudden stop: quantity adjustmentsSudden stop: quantity adjustments

Growth rate of building permits 
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The Spanish banking systemThe Spanish banking system

THERE IS NO SUBPRIME IN SPAINTHERE IS NO SUBPRIME IN SPAIN
Is that so? Is that so? 
THE SPANISH BANKING SYSTEM IS SOLID BECAUSE THE SPANISH BANKING SYSTEM IS SOLID BECAUSE 
BANKS WERE MORE CONSERVATIVES WITH BANKS WERE MORE CONSERVATIVES WITH 
MORTGAGESMORTGAGES
Is that so?Is that so?
THE BEST FINANCIAL SYSTEM OF THE WORLD, ZP THE BEST FINANCIAL SYSTEM OF THE WORLD, ZP 
DIXITDIXIT
Is that so?Is that so?



The Spanish banking systemThe Spanish banking system

USUS SpainSpain

SecuritizationSecuritization x 2.5x 2.5 x 17x 17

TypeType Originate to Originate to 
distributedistribute

Originate to Originate to 
holdhold

SubprimeSubprime (better (better 
risk management)risk management)

yesyes nono

Baking of title Baking of title 
transferredtransferred

MortgagesMortgages All assetsAll assets

RatingRating AAA?AAA? AAA?AAA?



The Spanish banking systemThe Spanish banking system

USUS SpainSpain

Type of Type of 
mortgagesmortgages

Real mortgageReal mortgage Personal credit Personal credit 
with guaranteewith guarantee

Interest rateInterest rate ARM=20%ARM=20% ARM=92%ARM=92%

RegulatorRegulator LaxLax Strict?Strict?
Generic provisionsGeneric provisions

AppraisalsAppraisals
Calls to reduction in Calls to reduction in 
growth rate of creditgrowth rate of credit





ConclusionsConclusions

““The end of capitalismThe end of capitalism””: let: let’’s be seriouss be serious
““Now we have learned: we need more Now we have learned: we need more 
regulationregulation””. I doubt we have learned anything: . I doubt we have learned anything: 
saving and loans crisis, LTCM, tech bubble, did saving and loans crisis, LTCM, tech bubble, did 
not happen so long ago. It will happen again.not happen so long ago. It will happen again.
WarrenWarren BuffettBuffett: : ““Only when the tide goes out do Only when the tide goes out do 
you discover whoyou discover who’’s been swimming nakeds been swimming naked””

US: exUS: ex--Maestro Greenspan, investment bankers, etc.Maestro Greenspan, investment bankers, etc.
Spain: AFI, Spain: AFI, ServicioServicio EstudiosEstudios BBVA, academics (JO, BBVA, academics (JO, 
JH, PT, JH, PT, ……), etc.), etc.
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